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RELATIVITY, AGING AND HAPPINESS 
 
SUMMARY 

When a person responds to others in reflex time but with more thought, time slows down 
for them and they age more slowly and more happily, relative to less alert people.  
 
ARGUMENTS 
 
1. Einstein's insight was that matter travelling at the speed of light would be indistinguishable from 
kinetic energy.   
 
E=mC2 

 
For objects just below that speed, time would be slowed and they and their processes would occur 
more slowly. For example, they would age less than other people (see Appendix). 
 
2. Evidence supporting this theory is that clocks in fast aeroplanes run a little slow and have to be 
reset to Earth time periodically. Their pilots' physiological processes also run more slowly. They age 
more slowly than they would in a low speed job. The classic test of the theory would be with 
identical twins, one of whom becomes an astronaut who goes on a space voyage at high speed 
lasting many years. On return to Earth, not much aged, the astronaut is shocked when he meets his 
elderly brother. Although spaceship journeys so far have been too slow and too brief for this 
remarkable prediction to be tested, the repetitive actions of a human heart and other organs is not 
unlike that of an airplane clock mechanism and the theory is accepted by most scientists.    
 
3. Einstein's theory gained widespread acceptance from his logical theorem, showing that time 
inside a spaceship travelling at the speed of light must pass more slowly than for an external 
stationary observer. Inside a spaceship, light travelling across the spaceship and back goes further in 
a unit of time than the spaceship does. Because light cannot go faster, then there must be more time 
available. Time inside passes more slowly. 
 
4. His theorem posits two places, one where there is a person measuring the speed of a spaceship 
that goes past and inside it a speed measurement device that uses its outside speed to calculate 
elapsed time, which is calculated to run slower for sound logical reasons. The outside measurement 
and the inside measurement both measure the passage of light, to and from known positions in 
space. 
 
5. An analogy is to consider the passing of time when a person's responses are full-on alert, at or 
near the maximum speed of neurotransmission. Have you ever been so engrossed in a favourite 
activity that you are amazed when you finish and find that many hours of alertness have passed? 
Conversely, when you have been having a bad day at work, do you find yourself clock-watching and 
are amazed at how slowly time passes and how slow your reactions are, as you wait to be able to go 
home?  
 
6.  I want to propose a corollary, with two places, one with an observer who measures time between 
stimulus and response for a control subject (C) in a certain place, and again the same subject (M) in 
an inner place, say a study room, at the same place, when he or she is preoccupied with meditating 
or a favourite activity, with an observer measuring response time to a simple stimulus, such as an 
easy yes or no question.  
7. Suppose that this favourite activity uses an additional length 2d of neural connections in the 
response circuit but that response is made in the same or lower elapsed time as (C). (This could be in 
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accord with research showing that higher intelligence has quicker response times.) A person's 
voluntary response to a stimulus in their environment has a minimum possible time which depends 
on the maximum speed through the nerve pathway of the response.  
 
8.  If (M) is meditating or engaged in a favourite activity, when he or she is required to respond to a 
simple stimulus, then their response time will be at least as fast as when they are engaged in a 
control activity. This is shown in the diagram which represents a visual stimulus being processed 
in the forebrain with a motor response in an arm, such as seeing someone, recognising them and 
acknowledging with a wave. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Where o = observed outside 
t = time in seconds 
s = speed in m/s of signals in nervous system 
D = shortest distance signals travel in nervous system 
2d = additional distance signals travel in the CNS when meditating 
Assuming s  s max 
and  smax  is the same everywhere. 
For              d > or = 0 
Assuming   tom < or = toc 
Because     toc = tc 

and                 tom = tm 

then            tm < or = tc 
therefore (D + 2d)/s <  or = D/s  
or              D/s + 2d/s <  or = D/s 
or     2d/s <  or = 0 
 
 

d 

C 

M 

toc 
tc= D/s 

tom< or = toc 
 
tm= (D +2d)/s 

Supposing that the reaction times of the 
subject (C) outside the study room and  
inside (M) are the same. Then assuming 
that when preoccupied the pathway from 
sensor to motor response would have a 
longer neural pathway,  because the most 
direct routes would already be in use and 
the matter would be diverted into a less 
direct pathway with additional distance  d 
and then brought back a distance d to 
complete the response. Then by natural 
selection the diversion would take place 
in the same time, at the same maximum 
neural transmission speed Smax as for (C).  
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9. Therefore, logically, time passes more slowly in Subject (M), if these requirements are to be met. 
It is deduced from the above that meditation processes (in distance 2d of the CNS in the diagram) 
may run slower than real time. When they are concentrated and alert but respond in the same time 
through longer processing neural pathways, time must be slowed for them compared with when 
they are not so immersed.  
 
10. It is also deduced that as for airline pilots and astronauts, his or her physiology, including 
consciousness, would therefore also be slowed down. Therefore (M) ages more slowly than(C) 
because physiological processes causing the meditation processes must be running slower too (CNS, 
cardiovascular, pulmonary etc). 
 
11. Observations of depressed people who have slowed responses support this analysis. For a  
depressed subject (P),  top  is observed greater than toc for a control (C). If there is a cerebral diversion 
2d due to the depressed condition, tp = (D + 2d)/s and tc = D/s as in 8. Then with tp > or = tc Thus the 
model explains the slower response times observed in depressed subjects. 
 
12. It is reasonable to expect that as the complex cerebral and technological abilities humans have 
evolved, these have not subtracted from simple stimulus response ability that safeguards them from 
hazards in their environment. If they had, the higher abilities would have been selected against and 
would never have survived. It seems unlikely that quickness in simple responses would have been 
sacrificed to gain complex thought. 
 
13. I also propose that when time runs slow, Subject (M) is experiencing a type of happiness that 
Subject (C) does not enjoy. It could be the happiness of meditation, in which matters turn over in the 
mind, oblivious of time.  
 
14. Besides studying, Subject (M) may engage in other activities with more tortuous neural 
responses and time slowed down. For example, imagine a pair of identical twins who inherit a 
fortune. They divide it equally between them and part company. One(C) leads a dissipated lifestyle 
and becomes addicted, ill and dependent. The other twin (M) enjoys an epicurean and hedonistic 
lifestyle. When the two meet again, (A) is dissipated and has aged more than (M), who has higher 
energy output, higher mental acuity and better body tone.  
 
15. What about the happiness from love, for example, where a couple are in love unequally? 
When one person is less contented in a relationship than the other, for the one who is happier (M), 
it could follow from 9 that time will pass more slowly for them and they will age less. Their partner 
(A)'s strategy could be to gain their attention and intrude on their activities, spoiling their self-
absorption and reducing their happiness. It is a zero sum approach to happiness, pouring cold water 
on their partner's plans, reducing their partner's inertia to achieve balance. (To maintain balance in a 
relationship, I have previously been shown that the partners' product of inertia and compromise 
distance should be the same.) 
 
16. A more positive strategy would be to increase P's involvements and commitments, gaining 
inertia and achieving balance and increased happiness. Time could slow down for them too and they 
could gain happiness. Such happiness is neither zero sum nor relative, but can be obtained by 
individual effort. 
 
17. The measure of happiness here requires undelayed more thoughtful responses to stimuli. Man's 
credo could thus be:  "I respond quickly but thoughtfully, therefore I age more slowly with more 
happiness than people who are less alert." 
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APPENDIX: EINSTEIN'S RELATIVITY THOUGHT EXPERIMENT 
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